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Abstract: The Hyperloop seeks to decrease transportation time and costs by having a transport pod utilizing magnetic
levitation, air levitation, and magnetic propulsion subsystems to travel within a very low pressured tube. The preliminary
design of the Hyperloop has been released by SpaceX, challenging students and companies globally to further the modeling
and design of the pod. Using system design engineering, our group successfully created project requirements which became
the basis of our subsystem design project as well as our goals. We also used principles of systems engineering to create
feasible scheduling and simulation plans in order to take on this conceptual project. Our subsystems include air compression,
magnetic levitation, cooling, and air levitation Overall, our team was invited to present our design at the SpaceX Hyperloop
Design Weekend at Texas A&M University and we are currently onto our phase of testing and modeling for our specific
design.
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1. Problem Definition
1.1.

Scope

In order to create an alternative mode of transportation that is cost efficient and environmentally friendly, a
Hyperloop was proposed by SpaceX. This hyperloop (specifically the design by SpaceX) will utilize pods that can travel up
to 340 m/s and travel from Los Angeles, CA to San Francisco, CA in under 30 minutes [5]. With the new mode of
transportation being more efficient regarding intercity travel available to the public domain, traffic within train and
automobile transportation will be relieved to an extent (depending on the final capacity per hyperloop shuttle). Of course, this
is not expected to improve upon longer distances such as traveling overseas but will still seek to decrease the cost of
infrastructure maintenance. In order to design the Hyperloop pod our team’s primary objective is to design the subsystem
components. The subsystems we are focusing on are the air compressor system, cooling, and air & magnetic levitation.
Through the combination of our subsystem designs along with other components, a working pod can be created. The
Hyperloop will solve an array of problems, including traffic congestion and air pollution.

1.2.

Technical Review

The efficient transportation of people and goods has always been a social, economic, and environmental issue.
Speed, distance, and price are three of the most important deciding factors in modern modes of transportation. The most
popular modes of transportation between major cities today are trains, airplanes, and automobiles. Each mode has its own
areas in which it thrives and fails: automobiles are inexpensive but slow, airplanes are fast but expensive, and trains are
expensive and slow. A new system needs to be implemented that can provide transportation faster, further, and cheaper than
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